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Introduction
• Heart failure is a major public health concern that 

afftects more than 15 million people in North America 
and Europe

• Acute dyspnea is a key symptom of HF and one of the 
most common causes of admission to ED
▫ pneumonia, asthma, exacerbation of COPD, and pulmonary 

embolism
▫ CXR, EKG, ABG, and Doppler-echocardiography

• Higher in-hospital morbidity and mortality rates 
▫ delays in diagnosing and initial misdiagnosis of HF

Introduction

• The cardiac natriuretic hormones family 
released by cardiomyocytes has been shown to 
be useful in diagnosing HF in dyspneic p’ts
▫ Pro-B-type natriuretic peptide, 108 amino acids

B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), 32 amino acids, 
active
NT-proBNP, 76 amino acids, inactive
Released in response to increased ventricular wall 
stretch, volume expansion, and overload

Introduction

• No significant effect of early BNP testing was 
found neither on clinical outcomes nor on 
resource use

• The goal of this investigation was to perform a 
systematic review of all RCT that assessed the 
usefulness of BNP or NT-proBNP in the 
management of p’t presenting with dyspnea into 
ED regarding short-term clinical outcomes and 
resource use

Materials and methods
• P’ts presenting with acite dyspnea as the main symptom 

to ED
• Results were communicated only to emergency 

physicians who managed the p’ts
• Cochrane (Issue 3,2009), MEDLINE, EMBASE, and 

LILACS ( all up to Sep. 2009)
• RCT only with no language restrictions
• AHA congress 2007-2009; European Congress on 

Emergency Medicine 2008-2009; annual meeting of the 
Society for academic Emergency Medicine 2007-2009, 
and clinical trials registration websites

Materials and methods

• Primary outcome was the hospital admission 
rate

• Other outcomes included
▫ ICU admission rate
▫ time to discharge and length of hospital stay
▫ in-hospital and 30-day mortality rates
▫ 30-day rehospitalization rates
▫ total direct medical costs



Materials and methods

• Inconsistency of findings across studies
▫ Cochran’s Q statistic and the I2 statistic with 

associated 95% confidence interval (CI)

Results



• Final HF diagnosis
▫ less frequently the by Mueller
▫ more frequently by Schneider
▫ not significantly, however

• Costs
▫ 2 trials showed significantly reduced in the 

median total treatment cost

Discussion
• Arguments about the early use of natriuretic peptides in 

65 y/o and older p’ts
▫ HF is the leading cause of admission and is associated with an in-

hospital death rate ≥ 15%
▫ determination of the cause of dyspnea is highly challenging

• Those with a intermediate clinical suspicion for HF
▫ pretest physician-estimated probability between 20% and 80%
▫ higher mortality

• P’ts within the “gray zone” level
▫ diagnostic accuracy is not satisfactory
▫ no authors specify the rate 

Limitations
• Sample size calculation
▫ based on time to discharge in 2 trials, and on ED visit duration in 

another 

• Contamination of the randomization
▫ physicians being able to order testing on p’ts in the control arms

• Failed to distinguish true readmission
▫ secondary admissions who had not been admitted initially

Limitations
• Limited number of available randomized trials that 

precluded formal investigation of sources of 
heterogeneity
▫ expertise of physicians 
▫ the availability of facilities
▫ other diagnostic tests
▫ the presence of financial incentives to admit or discharge

• Diversity of study populations

• Variability in the method and intervention could be of 
importance



Conclusions

• This meta-analysis of 4 RCT showed that 
natriuretic peptide testing in all emergency p’ts
with SOB had no apparent effects on p’ts
outcomes, except a significant reduction in time 
to discharge

• Large multicenter randomized trials
▫ more solid basis
▫ useful in p’ts with an intermediate pretest 

probability of HF
▫ recommendations 
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